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As combat scales up and weapons become more intelligent, airborne networks (AN) must facilitate high-precision commu-
nications. .is means that the airborne network should have communication capability with minimum delay, low jitter, and high
reliability, and this new type of AN is called an airborne time-sensitive network (ATSN). A prerequisite to guarantee the above
communication capability is to have a high precision time synchronization protocol. To plug this gap, we have designed a
software-defined airborne time-sensitive network (SD-ATSN) architecture based on the benefits of software-defined centrali-
zation and flexibility. It supports our proposed all-domain fusion-based time synchronization protocol (AF-TSP) to support
precise time synchronization between ATSN platforms. In AF-TSP, we innovatively propose an all-domain (land, sea, air, and
space) master clock hot standby mechanism to cope with the existing instability and poor robustness in AN. In the key problem of
the master clock election, we first completed a rough election utilizing improved K-Means++. Subsequently, on top of the rough
election, we inserted a mixed mutation operator to improve the convergence of the multiobjective optimization algorithm No
Dominant Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II (NSGA-II). .e control delay, clock accuracy, and path reliability coefficient are the
optimization objectives for selecting the appropriate master clock. Simulation results demonstrate that our protocol has ad-
vantages in terms of synchronization precision, communication delay, and network robustness.

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation. As the number of airborne platforms
(drones, manned aircraft, early warning aircraft, etc.) con-
tinues to increase, weapon systems (radio systems, ammu-
nition, and missiles, etc.) are all over the skies [1–4]. In this
context, the airborne network (AN), which connects the
whole sky elements, has become a core component of
military aviation. At present, the airborne networks are
mainly composed of independent data link systems (Link 11,
Link 16, MADL, etc.) [5]. Generally speaking, current ANs
have little ability to communicate with each platform pre-
cisely. Accordingly, it is tough to support high-speed target
attacks, signal-level information fusion, precise weapon
control, and other situations requiring time-sensitive

network services. In addition, without precise electromag-
netic spectrum management, the problem of the low utili-
zation rate of the AN communications resources are
becoming increasingly prominent [6–8]. Faced with these
problems, the DARPA has determined a large number of
programs, such as ASTARTE, ICASS, and SoSITE, to
provide certain bandwidth, low delay, and minimum jitters
for AN [9, 10]. .erefore, building an airborne time-sen-
sitive network (ATSN) has become an important develop-
ment direction in the present and future.

Similarly, there is an inevitable and urgent need for time-
sensitive network services in many industries, such as
medical care, augmented reality and virtual reality (AR/VR),
and self-driving vehicles [11–15]. Among all solutions, time
synchronization is the key prerequisite, and so is the ATSN
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[16, 17]. Time synchronization facilitates network nodes to
transmit information while maintaining accurate time.
Enhancing the performance of time synchronization would
make communication across different platforms faster, more
precise, and more flexible [18]. In view of the above ad-
vantages, there is an urgent need to design a time syn-
chronization protocol adapted to ATSN applications.

1.2. Related Work. Global Navigation Satellite System
Timing and Round-Trip Timing (RTT) are the most widely
employed synchronization methods for airborne networks.
.ese methods rely on an external clock source or a single
master clock specified statically [19]. .e airborne network
has the characteristics of the heterogeneous platform, strong
mobility of nodes, and dynamic change of network topology.
As the change of battlefield situation, an external or static
clock source is easy to lose its function, and it is tough to
retain the best synchronization with the fluctuation of link
quality and computing power. Particularly, attacks on the
clock source or a surge in synchronization load will lead to
the rapid decline of the network synchronization accuracy
and even the collapse of the synchronization network
[20, 21].

For the Internet, standard time synchronization proto-
cols, such as Network Time Protocol (NTP), Precise Time
Protocol (PTP), Reference Broadcast Synchronization
(RBS), and Hierarchical Reference Time Synchronization
Protocol (HRTS), rarely pay attention to the importance of
designating themaster clock [22, 23]. In addition to statically
specifying the master clock, the most commonly usedmaster
clock selection algorithm for time synchronization protocols
is the Best Master Clock Algorithm (BMC). At any time,
BMC has only one master clock, which needs to send
Announce_ messages continuously, resulting in huge
communication costs. If the master clock fails, it needs to be
re-elected, and it takes a long time to conduct the election,
which will readily cause the synchronous network to collapse
[22]. IEEE 802.1 AS-rev provides a dual master clock re-
dundancy mechanism in the general Precise Time Protocol
(gPTP) based on the BMC algorithm.When themaster clock
fails, the controller can promptly switch to the standby
master clock. However, this protocol requires static con-
figuration and is only suitable for small wired local area
networks [24]. Tinner has substantially widened the network
range of 802.1 AS-rev synchronization, but it cannot exceed
7 hops at most [25].

1.3. Contributions. From this point of view, neither the AN
nor the Internet has a direct time synchronization mecha-
nism, which can meet the precise communication re-
quirements of ATSN. Subsequently, in order to achieve
high-precision time synchronization of ATSN applications,
we propose a software-defined based ATSN architecture and
also design a new time synchronization protocol. .e
innova- tion of this paper can be summarized as follows.

(i) We propose a software-defined airborne time-
sensitive network (SD-ATSN) architecture. SD-

ATSN integrates the advantages of centralized
control and agile management of software-defined
networking (SDN) and is used to satisfy the low
latency and high-reliability communication re-
quirements of airborne networks to adapt to future
highly dynamic and highly adversarial battlefields. It
is designed with a three-layer architecture, whose
central control layer is responsible for real-time
configuration and precise management of the net-
work; the data forwarding layer implements func-
tions such as measuring network latency and jitter,
forwarding and transmitting data. .is architecture
provides the foundation support for our proposed
time synchronization protocol.

(ii) We design the all-domain fusion-based time syn-
chronization protocol (AF-TSP), which innova-
tively combines a hot standbymechanism and a full-
domain deployment strategy. Based on the SD-
ATSN architecture, we can activate the master
clocks located in different operational domains such
as land, sea, air, and space according to different
requirements, while themaster clocks of all domains
are directly hot-standby to each other. .is effec-
tively improves the survivability of a single master
clock, improves network robustness, and ensures
high-precision time synchronization of the ATSN.

(iii) We focus on the AF-TSP protocol master clock
election problem. Because the merit of the master
clock directly affects time synchronization precision.
We propose a step-by-stepmaster clock optimization
selection algorithm to determine the optimal by two
steps: virtual centroids (central clock coordinates)
and multiobjective optimization. In the first step, we
divide multiple sub-domains by improving the
K-means++ algorithm and selecting the virtual
centroid at the same time. .e rough election of the
master clock is completed. In the second step, we
define the control node failure probability, link
failure probability, clock accuracy, propagation delay,
and processing delay as the optimization objectives
and insert themixedmutation operator to strengthen
the performance of the NSGA-II multiobjective
optimization algorithm. Subsequently, the precise
optimal master clock is selected from the rough
selection result in the first step.

.e rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces the SD-ATSN network architecture and the basic
operation flow of AF-TSP. Section 3 describes the master
clock election algorithm of AF-TSP. In Section 4, the
simulation verified the performance characteristics of AF-
TSP. Section 5 is the conclusion.

2. All-Domain Fusion-Based Time
Synchronization Protocol (AF-TSP)

To better satisfy the communication requirements of low
latency, high precision, and high reliability for airborne
time-sensitive network applications, we propose SD-TSAN,
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a network architecture, in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 exhibits
AF-TSP, a time synchronization protocol. Lastly, we will
present a case to further illustrate the protocol.

2.1. Network Architecture of SD-ATSN. .e airborne net-
work is exposed to wireless and hostile environments, in-
cluding heterogeneous nodes and dynamic topologies. Due
to the complex control in management, it is tricky to
synchronize time in the ATSN. Currently, the high precision
time synchronization mechanism is essentially optimized
offline for specific scenarios and is preset before use in a
mission [26]. If the actual task or environment is different
from the assumptions of originally configuring the network,
the settings cannot be modified promptly. When intelligent
opponents can unpredictably influence the network topol-
ogy and operation in a short time, this problem will become
more significant.

SDN strictly separates the network control logic from the
processing and forwarding behavior of the underlying data
stream, which greatly simplifies the management and
configuration of the network, and is conducive to the rapid
and on-demand deployment of network services [27]. In
[28], the use of SDN effectively solves the problems of weak
scalability and static configuration of Ethernet time-sensitive
networks. reference [29] utilizes SDN to recognize the
flexible structure, dynamic monitoring, real-time manage-
ment, and adjustment on demand. And, it presents a method
to exchange timing information of the synchronous network
on the central controller. Simulation results demonstrate
that the reduction of communications interaction would
decrease the response time and throughput. Although this
research is all conducted on local area networks, researchers
have verified the advantages of employing SDN.

.erefore, we use SDN to simplify real-time manage-
ment and control of ATSN. As shown in Figure 1, we
designed the SD-ATSN architecture, which provides basic
support for precise time synchronization in ATSN.

.e SD-ATSN consists of two types of nodes: master
control nodes and service nodes. .ere are several kinds of
master control nodes in the SD-ATSN, such as airborne
early warning aircraft, command post, aircraft carrier, and
geostationary orbit satellite. .ese nodes are invulnerable,
have sufficient computing power and powerful payload
capacity. .erefore, these nodes can be the master clock to
meet the resource requirement and robustness of the time
synchronization. Other operational platforms are catego-
rized as service nodes.

Each SD-TSAN node has a service layer, a subcontrol
layer, and a data forwarding layer. .e master node fur-
thermore contains the network application layer and the
central control layer. .e network application layer in the
master control node implements the application layer
function of SDN. .is layer provides various applications to
control and arrange the behavior and functional charac-
teristics of SD-ATSN. .e central control layer maps to the
control plane of the SDN and is responsible for collecting
and processing the network measurement information. At
the same time, this layer constructed a global network view
to deal with centralized data forwarding.

.e service layer of SD-ATSN nodes is responsible for
generating and processing various tactical information. On
the contrary, as the supplement and substitute for SD-ATSN
centralized network control, the subcontrol layer is re-
sponsible for the distributed network control in the service
nodes [30]. .e data forwarding layer corresponds to the
data layer of SDN. .ese functions, such as measuring
network delay and jitter, forwarding and transmitting data,
are implemented in the data forwarding layer. Under this
three-tier structure, it exhibits better robustness and in-
vulnerability to the accurate control of ATSN communi-
cation network. In addition, this architecture is superior to
traditional architecture in satisfying the dynamic charac-
teristics of airborne networks.

2.2. All-Domain Fusion Based Time Synchronization Protocol
(AF-TSP). .e performance of time synchronization de-
pends on the precise clock source provided by the master
clock [14–18]. .at is, the merit of the master clock de-
termines the performance of time synchronization. .us,
what type of clock is selected as the master clock? How to
select this master clock? It is a tricky problem that must be
settled. Nonetheless, orthodox and common time syn-
chronization protocols are used to continuously transmit
such synchronization messages as Announce_ and Sync_, so
that the clock that receives the message continually com-
pares the size of its own data with the received data, so as to
compare the best master clock. Called Best Master Clock
Algorithm (BMCA), it has been mostly used in time syn-
chronization protocols such as gPTP, IEEE 1588, and
1588V2 [17, 31].

Nonetheless, this algorithm has a massive communi-
cation overhead, a fixed synchronization link, and relies on a
single master clock. Unfortunately, the airborne network has
the characteristics of platform node heterogeneity, network
dynamics, and vulnerability to attacks [5, 7, 9], and BMCA
can hardly be directly applied to SD-ATSN. Consequently,
we need to adopt a new master clock election algorithm in
the designed AF-TSP time synchronization protocol.

We believe that the master clock will be assumed by a
specific operational platform node, which will also become
the master control node in the SD-ATSN. In subsequent
sections, we collectively refer to it as themaster clock node or
master clock. Subsequently, in order to maximize the reli-
ability, sustainability, and time synchronization precision of
the SD-ATSN, a suitable master clock node needs to be
selected. .is node needs to have the advantages of sur-
vivability, communication coverage, and system capability.
.is is because strong platform survivability assured not
only the impeccable master clock but also the robustness of
the synchronization network. .e wider the master clock
coverage, the lower the communication overhead will be.
.e system performance of the nodes themselves is pivotal to
the accuracy of synchronization. Nevertheless, in a variety of
battlefield environments, it is unrealistic to expect a single
node to meet the full capability.

As shown in Table 1, when we have to extend the range of
operations in an emergency, if only the AEW in the air
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domain is selected as the master clock, it increases the
uncertainty of synchronization precision because of the
AEW’s limited communication range. In addition, the
multihop transmission of synchronization messages of early
warning aircraft will inevitably increase the communication
overhead. However, in this scenario, if we switched the
master clock to the satellite in the space domain, we can
utilize its communication covering capacity to avoid the
above problems. .erefore, establishing the hot standby
mechanism of the master clock in the all-domain can sig-
nificantly enhance the time synchronization capability of
SD-TSAN.

Hot standby is a core idea of AF-TSP and an innovation
in our master clock election algorithm. .is mechanism
forms a master clock set by selecting multiple master clocks
across the entire domain. .ese master clocks are backed up
to each other through the SD-ATSN’s network controllers.
.ey are centrally governed by the controller and activated
on demand. .is redundancy mechanism ensures that only
one master clock is responsible for synchronization at a
given point in time. When this master clock is assaulted or
damaged, the controller switches to the hot standby master
clock in time. After a brief adjustment, the original time
synchronization network will be synchronized utilizing the
time of the hot standby master clock. Relying on SD-ATSN,
we effectively establish a hot standby mechanism that can
settle the unreliability of the ATSN communication link and
the vulnerability of the synchronization network caused by a
single master clock. .e network will not collapse because
the master clock is damaged, which improves the reliability

of the synchronization network and accordingly ensures
synchronization precision.

For ease of understanding, we refer to the master clocks
of different domains as domain master clocks in this sub-
section, and the domain master clocks of the whole domain
mutually constitute the master clock. Master clock election
algorithm section (Section 3) will not be differentiated,
collectively referred to as the master clock.

As shown in Figure 2, AF-TSP is logically divided into
three functional layers: the domain master clock election
layer, the domain master clock layer and the subordinate
time layer. Based on the global network view, the SD-ATSN
network controller selects the appropriate domain master
clock from the entire domain at the domain master clock
election layer based on customized evaluation metrics and
related requirements. Simultaneously, these domain master
clocks form the master clock set. In Section 3, we describe
the election algorithm in detail. .e domain master clock
layer is responsible for maintaining the single valid master
clock for the time-synchronous network; in other words,
only one domain master clock will be activated at a given
time. .is activated domain master clock will assume the
function of synchronizing the network. During network
operation, the network controller dynamically activates the
domain master clock based on the network conditions
observed in the global network view and the status of each
master clock. If the current domain master clock becomes
corrupted or the communication link fails, it will swiftly
switch to another domain master clock. In addition, the
network controller maintains the transmission of
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synchronization messages from the domain master clock to
the remaining nodes within the slave time layer that need to
be synchronized. .is logical approach ensures that the
domain master clock provides time synchronization services
precisely, continuously, and reliably. According to this time
synchronization protocol, the relevant nodes interact with
the active domain master clock to complete time
synchronization.

2.3. Application Case. .rough an application case, the time
synchronization protocol we proposed can be more readily
understood. Firstly, we outline the details of the case and
then explain how AF-TSP implements the network services
desired by this application scenario.

Case: identification and strike task under the environ-
ment of all-domain fusion.

All-domain fusion operation breaks the complex link
between perceptual resources and weapon resources of the
original combat platform. By adopting SD-ATSN, the fixed
platform does not need to rely on its sensor data to con-
tinuously guide and track the target and does not need to

launch its weapons to complete the attack on the target. SD-
TSAN moreover assured the survivability of its platform.
.e scenario is illustrated in Figure 3.

Platform B and Platform C bear the SD-ATSN network
controller and became the domain master clock which is
mutually backed up after the election. .e enemy target
detected by platform A will move to the right along the
direction of the dashed arrow. At this time, platform B is the
active domain master clock. B comprehensively calculates
the resource and task requirements of all nodes and de-
termines that platform A is the first fighting node. At the
same time, platform B synchronizes its control domain
members. With the movement of the target position, plat-
form G will be in the best strike position, and platform B will
transmit the target tracking information to platform G to
guide the missile launched by platform A to eventually
complete the strike mission.

In the process of completing the task, the domain master
clock will call any suitable network application through the
central control layer in the network controller according to
the task requirements at different moments. Consequently,
the domain master clock will design a reasonable strategy for

Table 1: Comparison of advantages and disadvantages of master clock platform.

Node Combat
domain Advantage Disadvantage

AEW Air Better tactical position, stronger flexibility, stronger
carrying capacity

.e communication coverage ability is general, the
concealment is poor, and the action time is limited

Ground
command post Land Better tactical position, the concealment is good, the

bearing capacity is strong, and the action time is long Poor communication coverage and flexibility

Aircraft carrier Sea .e tactical position is good, the flexibility is good, the
bearing capacity is strong, and the action time is long

.e ability of communication coverage is poor and
the concealment is poor

GEO Space .e communication coverage capacity is strong, the
bearing capacity is strong, and the action time is long

Poor tactical position, poor flexibility and poor
concealment
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the network configuration. Meanwhile, the data forwarding
layer continuously collects measurement information such
as delay and jitter and establishes information transmission
links for the high-precision communication network.

3. AF-TSP Master Clock Election Algorithm

As mentioned in Section 2, in order to meet the precise
communication requirements of time-sensitive airborne
networks. We put forward AF-TSP, in which the selection of
the master clock is the strategic point. .e evaluation index
and election algorithm of the master clock will be described
in detail.

3.1. Evaluation Index of Master Clock Election. We define
three evaluation indexes: path reliability coefficient, control
delay, and clock accuracy. Each index is targeted for different
master clock demands: platform survivability, communi-
cation covering capability, and system capability.

3.1.1. Control Delay. Network delay principally consists of
transmission delay, propagation delay, processing delay, and
queuing delay. In the application scenario with large-scale
distributed SD-ATSN, the transmission delay and queuing
delay are comparatively smaller than the processing delay
and propagation delay [32]. .erefore, the communication
overhead of the SD-ATSN is chiefly determined by the
propagation delay on the round-trip data path. In order to
ensure that the network has stronger system capability, we
tend to select the node with the strongest processing ca-
pability. We define the control delay T including the
propagation delay t and the processing delay m.

Previously, we refer to [33] using a matrix to represent
the communication between the nodes and the master clock
in the domain, as in

X �

x1,1 ... x1,N

... ... ...

xN,1 ... xN,N

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, (1)

where xi,j indicates the connection of nodes vj and the
master clock ci, xi,j has only two values, 0 or 1. 0 means vj is
not connected to ci, and 1 means connected. N represents
the set of all nodes in the subdomain controlled by ci.

Definition 1. Propagation delay t.

.e data propagation delay is predominantly affected by
the deployment position of the master clock. For example,
GEO in the spatial domain and the AEW in the airborne
domain can detect, locate and track the target in a large
range. Nevertheless, these propagation delays which interact
with the domain edge nodes will be too high [32]. In this
section, t is defined using only the time on the data round-
trip path. For each node vj,

ti,j � 2 · fj ·
dij

c
, (2)

where fj represents vj propagation data size; di,j is the
length of the shortest path between vj and ci; and the
constant c is the speed of light. ti,j denotes the propagation
delay of the connection between vj and ci.

Definition 2. Processing delay m.
.e processing delay m is only related to the size of the

transmitted data and the processing capability of the con-
troller. For each node vj,

mi,j �
fj

pi

, (3)

where pi represents the processing capacity of the master
clock node. mi,j denotes the processing delay of master node
ci to process the data from vj.

Definition 3. Control delay T.
Control delay T is the sum of propagation delay t and

processing delay m.

Ti,j � mi,j + ti,j, (4)

Ti,j represents the control delay between vj and ci.
.en the control delay for the master clock node to the

nodes in its domain can be expressed as

T � 

N

j�1
xi,j · Ti,j. (5)

3.1.2. Clock Accuracy. .e clock accuracy P is one of the
important parameters to describe clock performance. It is
stored in the data set, and the node carries an asynchronous
data packet. .e research showed that the higher the
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Figure 3: Mission diagram.
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numerical value, the better the clock performance [31]. pj

denotes the clock accuracy of node vj.

3.1.3. Path Reliability Coefficient. .e SD-ATSN supports
complex topologies and has multiple routes between its
nodes with different path durations. We considered nodes’
survivability and the path’s survivability to ensure syn-
chronous network invulnerability and robustness in this
intensely dynamic network.

We use link failure probability ra and node failure
probability Ψ to define the path reliable coefficient R.

Definition 4. Link failure probability ra.
.e link failure probability ra is determined by the link

length, and the longer link is, the higher the failure prob-
ability is [33]

ra � (1 − δ)
da , a ∈ Ai,j, (6)

where Ai,j is the set of direct links through which the shortest
path between vj and ci passes; δ is failure probability per unit
length; da is the length of a direct link.

Due to the heterogeneity of SD-ATSN combat units,
different domains and different types of links have different
failure probabilities per unit length.

Definition 5. Node failure probability Ψ.
In theory, all nodes in the domain can participate in the

election of the master clock, but with the SD-TSAN ar-
chitecture, the master clock node must carry the SDN
controller, consequently for each node vj:

aj �
1, vjiscarriedSDNcontroller,

0, else.
 (7)

At the same time, to ensure the reliability of the network,
the master clock should have a low probability of node
failure.

Ψ �


Bi,j

j�1 rj · aj 

n
, (8)

where rj represents the probability that vj in the network
cannot function normally; Bi,j is the set of the shortest path
between vj and ci passing through nodes; n is the total
number of SDN controllers in this domain.

Definition 6. Path reliable coefficient R.
Node failure probability Ψ and link failure probability ra

determined the path reliability coefficient R on the master
node control link. For each node vj, Ri,j represents the
control path reliability coefficient of vj and ci [34].

Ri,j � 
a∈Ai,j

1 − ra(  · 
b∈Bi,j

1 − rj .
(9)

Combined with equation (1), the path reliability coef-
ficient of ci is the average value of the reliability coefficient in
its domain all control paths.

R �


N
j�1 Ri,j · xi,j


N
j�1 xi,j

. (10)

3.2. Objective Function. According to the above definition,
the smaller the control delay, the better the effect of time
synchronization. .e more precise the clock is, the more
capable it is of acting as the master clock. .e larger the path
reliability coefficient, the higher the robustness of the syn-
chronization network. Hence, in order to comprehensively
optimize the evaluation index of the domain master clock,
we summarize the election objective function of the AF-TSP
master clock as follows:

Z � minF(X) �

minfT xi,j  � 

N

j�1
xi,j · Ti,j

minfP xi,j  �
1
pj

minfR xi,j  �


N
j�1 xi,j


N
j�1 Ri,j · xi,j

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

.

s.t.

∀j ∈ N, 
N

i�1
xi,j � 1

∀i ∈ N, qi <fi

Ψ<


N
j�1 rj 

N

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(11)

.e first point of the constraint indicates that each node
in the domain is controlled by only one master clock; the
second constraint indicates that the load of the node cannot
exceed the processing capacity, where qi � 

N
j�1(xi,j · fi);

the last point of constraint indicates that the failure prob-
ability of the master node should be smaller than the average
failure probability of all nodes in its domain.

3.3. Master Clock Election Algorithm Based on K-Means++
Virtual Centroid andMixedMutation Operator NSGA-II

3.3.1. Rough Election of Virtual Centroid of K-Means++.
ATSN is a large-scale, node-rich, and heterogeneous net-
work, while it differs from the Internet in that it does not
utilize protocols such as IPV6, so it is challenging to precisely
identify and classify nodes in different domains. .e clus-
tering algorithm is favorable to solving this difficulty. It can
multicenter cluster the nodes in the same network to dif-
ferentiate different domains.

K-Means++ is an unsupervised fast iterative clustering
method with near-linear time complexity. It is highly effi-
cient in large data processing and generates clustering
centers as far away from each other as possible [35]. In
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Algorithm 1, we abstract the clustering centers as virtual
centroids, which are represented in the form of coordinates.

We divide the SD-ATSN into different domains, while
the virtual centroid ci of the algorithm output is located at
the center of the domain as much as possible. .is approach
prevents long-distance communication with any edge node
and improves the synchronization accuracy of the edge
nodes.

Because the virtual centroid is a coordinate, it may have
one real node, no node, or have multiple nodes, so we call
this process of Algorithm 1 a rough election of the master
clock. After forming the set C of virtual centroids, in Al-
gorithm 2, we further execute a multiobjective optimization
of the actual nodes within a specific range of the virtual
centroid to gain the exact selection of the master clock.

3.3.2. Mixed Mutation Operator-Based NSGA-II Multi-
objective Optimization Precision Election. No Dominated
Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) is a biological
heuristic algorithm for solving complex optimization
problems. .e algorithm is characterized by fast merging
speed and high precision and improves the graphics near the
real Pareto optimal frontier [36]. Nonetheless, the perfor-
mance of the simulated binary crossover operator and
polynomial mutation operator is relatively weak, which
limits the searching ability of the algorithm. When the al-
gorithm solves more than or equal to three optimization
objectives, it will cause uneven distribution of convergence
and easily fall into the local optimum [37].

.erefore, we introduce a mixed mutation operator into
the NSGA-II to improve the population diversity and
prevent the algorithm from falling into local optimization.
Gaussian mutation operators have strong local stability. On
the other hand, the uniformly distributed mutation operator
has a solid ability to guide individuals to jump out of the
local optimum, which is conducive to global convergence
[38]. So, we try to mix the twomutation operators, which are
expressed as follows:

X
!
i �

Xi + C(0, δ), t≤ 1/2T,

Xi + N(0, σ), 1/2T< t≤T.
 (12)

C(0, δ) denotes the one-dimensional Cauchy distribu-
tion random variable with 0 mean and the scale parameter is
δ. N(0, σ) represents the one-dimensional normal

distribution random number with mean value 0 and stan-
dard deviation is σ; t represents the current evolutionary
algebra and T represents the maximum evolutionary alge-
bra. .e pseudo code is shown in Algorithm 2.

In steps 1 and 2, the population is generated and ini-
tialized. In steps 3–6, the population is sorted according to
the non-advantage-based sorting. .e best half elite pop-
ulation is selected as parents in steps 7–8. In step 9, crossover
and mutation operations are accomplished to produce a
better solution from the selected parent population. In steps
10–14, select the better half of the elite population from the
combined population (generated by the elderly and child).
Repeat these steps until the predetermined maximum
number of generations is reached.

Figure 4 portrays the AF-TSP master clock selection
algorithm, with Algorithm 1 in the green section on the left
and Algorithm 2 in the blue section on the right. .e output
of Algorithm 1 is used as the input to Algorithm 2.

.e left part is Algorithm 1, which enters the modified
K-Means++ algorithm for looping after randomly gener-
ating the virtual centroids, and outputs C when i � K and C

no longer change position. Hence completing the rough
election, and the output of Algorithm 1 is the input of
Algorithm 2 (right part of Figure 4). With the nodes within
the virtual centroids as the initial population, Algorithm 2 is
used to iterate in a loop, and the optimal result is output after
attaining themaximum number of iterations to complete the
precise election of the master clock.

4. Simulation Verification

4.1. SimulationConditions. To verify the performance of the
master clock time synchronization protocol and master
clock election algorithm, we conducted a joint simulation
based on EXata5.1 and MatlabR2019b on the desktop
equipped with Corei9-9820x and GTX1080Ti, and the de-
tailed simulation parameters are exhibited in Table 2.

AF-TSP is an overlay protocol that is an enhancement
after the airborne time-sensitive network has established a
relatively stable and efficient connection using the under-
lying routing and MAC protocols. .e main enhancement
goal of AF-TSP is to improve the time synchronization
accuracy of the airborne time-sensitive network. At the same
time, the optimal of the enhanced protocol is to make the
dominant protocol more advantageous, so we should still

Step 1: rasterize the global combat network and randomly select a location coordinate as the initial clustering centroid ci

Step 2: calculate the shortest distance between each node and the existing cluster centroid D(v) � argminkselected
i�1 ‖vj − ci‖

2

Step 3: calculate the probability that each node is selected as the next cluster centroid D(vj)
2/j∈vD(vj)

2

Step 4: using the roulette method to select the next cluster centroid ci

Step 5: repeat step 2 until a total centroid is selected
Step 6: determine the initial centroid C � c1, c2, . . . , ck 

Step 7: calculate the distance from each node to a centroid and divide it into the subdomain corresponding to the minimum centroid
Step 8: recalculate the centroid of clustering ci � 1/|ci|v∈ci

v

Step 9: repeat steps 5 and 6 until the position of the center of mass no longer changes

ALGORITHM 1: Rough election of virtual centroid of K-means++.
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consider the relevant requirements of the airborne time-
sensitive network when selecting the underlying protocol.

We use two underlying protocols, the Optimized Link
State Routing (OLSR) protocol and the Statistical Priority

Multiple Access (SPMA)MAC protocol, to build links in our
simulation experiments. OLSR modifies the response to
network topology changes by changing the maximum
transmission interval, and it works in a distributed manner

Notations: DSt
p: dominance set of t solution; St

p: t solution of the population; np: this is the number of solutions that dominate p; Ft
q: t

front; Crdist: crowding distance; Schildp : size of child population; Soldp : size of the old population considered for execution; Pt
rank: rank

of t solution; t: number of generations used for looping; T: max number of generations; oldp: old population; childp: child
population

Input: t; T; soldp

(1) Near the virtual centroid ci. Generate initial population of size Soldp by random distribution of decision variable in given range [, ].
Save one copy of population as oldp

(2) For each St
p ∈ old

p

(a) Calculate Multiobjective using equation (11)
(b) Meet the relevant constraints using equation (12)
End for

t � 1
(3) While (t≤T)
Nondominated_sorting(oldp)

(4) For each St
p ∈ old

p

Calculate DSt
p

End for
q � 1,

(5) For each St
p ∈ old

p

If (DSt
p � ∅)

Ft
q � Ft

q ∪ St
p

Pt
rank � 1

End If
End For

q � 2
(6) For each St

p ∈ old
p

If (DSt
p � ∅)

Ft
q � Ft

q ∪ St
p

Pt
rank � q

q � q + 1
End If

End for
Crowing_distance (oldp)
Assume Crdist from boundary point to ∞ for any solution

(7) For each St
p ∈ old

p

calculate Crdist from all point excluding boundary points
End For

(8) Select the best half elite population as parentp using Binary tournament selection approach.
childp � ∅
Schildp � 0

(9) While (Schildp ≤ Soldp )
(a) Randomly select two chromosomes from the parentp
(b) Perform crossover to produce two child chromosomes
(c) Mutate chromosome to produce a child chromosome using Mixed mutation operator (13)

Update childp and
End While

(10) Generate new population of size (2× Soldp ) by childp ∪ oldp

(11) Non-dominated_sorting(childp ∪ oldp)
(12) Crowing_distance (childp ∪ oldp )
(13) Select again the best half elite population as oldp using rank and Crdist

End While
(14) Select the minimum sum of Multiobjective
(15) Exit
Output: optimized chromosomes

ALGORITHM 2: Mixed mutation operator NSGA-II.
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Figure 4: Flow chart of AF-TSP master clock election algorithm.

Table 2: Network simulation parameters.

Parameter name Parameter value
Network coverage 1000 km× 1000 km
Scenario height 500 km
Number of nodes 100
Node mobility model Custom path planning
Moving speed 300m/s∼1000m/s
Channel bandwidth 13.5 KHz
Routing protocol OLSR
MAC protocol SPMA
Transmission rate 20Mbps
Sync message send interval 0.125 s
Phase correction period 0.125 s
Timestamp granularity 4 ns
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with low network transmission overhead, so it is the best
choice for airborne time-sensitive network scenarios with
large scale and high node density. .e SPMA protocol uses
an access control method based on channel load statistics,
defines multiple channel states, allows multiple packets to be
sent simultaneously on the channel, and provides a quality of
service assurance mechanism. At the same time, the size of
the network load has less impact on the probability of
successful transmission and latency of high-priority services
(time-sensitive tasks), effectively ensuring the success rate
and low latency of high-priority data transmission. It shows
great advantages in the latest Tactical Targeting Network
Technology (TTNT) tactical data chain at this stage, and it
especially meets the mission requirements of ATSN in a
combat environment.

4.2. Analysis ofMaster Clock ElectionAlgorithm. In this part,
we designed four experiments to evaluate the performance
of the proposed algorithm, and test the platform’s surviv-
ability, communication coverage ability and master clock
system capability in the SD-ATSN environment.

4.2.1. Rough Election of Virtual Centroids with K-Means++.
In this experiment, the number of virtual centroids is 4, and
the number of iterations is 15 times. We intercepted results
5, 10, and 15, as shown in Figure 5. It can be proved that
through the clustering of Algorithm 1, the whole combat
domain is predominantly divided into four different sub-
domains. And as the number of iterations increases, the
location of the centroids of each domain is continuously
adjusted. In Figure 5(c), it can be illustrated that the center of
clustering, i.e., the virtual center of mass, is approximately
close to the center of the geographic coordinates of each
domain.

In Figure 5, we can see that the virtual centroids keep
adjusting their positions to be as close to the edge nodes as
possible through the continuous iterations of Algorithm 1.
.is is because if the edge node is too far from the syn-
chronization clock, it will accumulate propagation delay due
to the increase of propagation distance and relay nodes,
which will lead to too low synchronization accuracy of the
edge node. Consequently, we should try to select the node
located at the center of the domain as the master clock to
balance the distance between the center and edge nodes and
minimize the accumulation of the abovementioned offset.
Nevertheless, we should acknowledge that the virtual cen-
troid selected by Algorithm 1 is a theoretical location and is a
coordinate..is location may have no nodes, only one node,
or multiple nodes. Accordingly, based on the virtual cen-
troid, we will perform the next round of fine election by
improving the NSGA-II algorithm.

Because the exact selection of Algorithm 2 is run after the
results of Algorithm 1 are generated, the results of Algo-
rithm 2 are not directly related to the initial nodes number of

Cluster 1
Cluster 2
Cluster 3

Cluster 4
Centroids

Cluster 1
Cluster 2
Cluster 3

Cluster 4
Centroids

Cluster 1
Cluster 2
Cluster 3

Cluster 4
Centroids

Figure 5: Result of virtual centroid rough election.
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simulations, and it is not affected by the increase in the
number. .erefore, we further evaluated the impact of the
increase in the number of nodes on Algorithm 1, as shown in
Table 3.

.e space complexity of the K-Means++ algorithm is
O(n), and the time complexity is O(pkn), which is ap-
proximately linear. Where n is the number of sample points,
k is the number of centroids, and p is the number of it-
erations. Meanwhile, we insert the Silhouette coefficient (SC)
to evaluate the effect of the different numbers of nodes on the
clustering results. SC combines the cohesion and separation
of clusters. It is expressed as

SC �
(b − a)

max(a, b)
, SC ∈ [−1, 1], (13)

where, a is the average distance of sample nodes within a
cluster vj from other samples in the same cluster, called
cohesiveness. b is the average distance between vj and all
samples in the nearest cluster, called separation. .e value
range of SC is [−1, 1], the closer the distance of samples
within the cluster, the farther the distance of samples be-
tween the clusters, the larger the silhouette coefficient, the
better the clustering effect.

We can see that as the number of nodes increases, the
number of iterations increases, which is caused by the in-
crease in computation. Nevertheless, the silhouette

coefficient value is stable and close to 1. .is means that the
increase in the number of nodes does not have much impact
on the clustering results, and has little effect on the selection
results of the virtual centroids, and accordingly does not
have a large impact on the network performance. While
confirming that the algorithm clusters nicely, it also indi-
cates that our algorithm has generalization and reliability,
which further proves the effectiveness of our algorithm.

4.2.2. Synchronization Precision Test. In the simulation, we
set the synchronization model as a first-order model, i.e., we
ignore the rate of change of the clock frequency offset with
time [39]. .e clock model in the simulation is given by the
following equation:

tlocal � tlastModefiedLocalTime + tsimulatorTime − tlastModefiedSimulatorTime(  × flocal, (14)

where tlocal is the local clock time; tlastModefiedLocalTime is the
local clock time at the time of the last correction. tsimulatorTime
is the simulation time; tlastModefiedSimulatorTime is the simulation
time at the time of the last correction; flocal is the local clock
frequency.

.e case presented in Section 2.3 performs the con-
struction of the network topology. .ere are 8 nodes in the
network, node B is the master clock node in the network, the
rest of the nodes as master clock slave nodes, directly or
indirectly synchronized with the master clock node, we use
the gPTP clock synchronization method [14, 39]. .e offset
of the rest clocks from the master clock is calculated using
the following equation. For any node i,

offset � tr,i − GM tr,i . (15)

tr,i is the time when the synchronization information is
received from node i. GM(tr,i) is the master clock time
calculated from node i at the time tr,i.

.e slave node will utilize the calculated phase deviation
for phase correction.

tlocal � tlocal − offset. (16)

.e function GM(t) is the master clock time when the
local time of the time synchronization system is t. In the
simulation, we overlook the frequency drift of the clock

crystal due to environmental factors. .us, the expression of
the function in the ideal case can be obtained as

GM tr,i  � tGM � tB. (17)

tGM is the current time of the master clock, which is the
current time tB of the master clock node B..e results of the
time synchronization offset simulation for the 8 nodes using
AF-TSP are as follows.

In Figure 6, we first observe that from node H to node F,
their synchronization offset is progressively increasing. .is
result is caused by the increase of the synchronization
distance between the node and the master clock B. .e
further away from the synchronized master node, the larger
the synchronization offset is [25]..is phenomenon has also
been mathematically proven theoretically in the literature
[39]. .is is further evidence that the location of the master
clock is crucial and reflects the importance of the virtual
centroids we generate through Algorithm 1.

Fortunately, we can also see that AF-TSP retains the
synchronization precision within 500 ns despite the inevi-
table accumulation of synchronization offsets of the nodes.
.is precision is markedly smaller than the offset produced
by existing on-board network synchronization mechanisms,
such as Link-16,22 [9]. All these results emphasize the su-
periority of our protocol and the urgency of electing amaster
clock.

Table 3: Comparison of clustering effect with different no. of
nodes.

No of nodes No of iterations Silhouette
coefficient (SC)

50 10 0.876
100 15 0.954
150 17 0.949
200 20 0.937
250 26 0.944
300 28 0.950
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4.2.3. Influence of Once Transmission Data Size on Control
Delay. In order to test the control delay, we compared our
master clock election algorithm with the best master clock
algorithm (BMCA), NSGA-II, and MOEA/D. BMCA is a
common algorithm for Ethernet clock synchronization,
which selects the best performing clock in the network as the
master clock through a large number of interactions and
comparisons between nodes, and establishes a synchronous
network topology by doing so. MOEA/D are two classical
multiobjective optimization algorithms. By increasing the
size of the transmitted packets and thus comparing the
advantages and disadvantages of the control delay (Equation
(11)), the results are exhibited in Figure 7.

As the increase of data, the control delays of the four
algorithms disclose an obvious upward trend. .is trend is
due to the increasing amount of data transmission in the
network, and the processing time of the central controller is
bound to increase. In addition, the propagation delay of data
in the channel will likewise be prolonged. Nevertheless, in
Figure 7, the growth rates of the four results are substantially
different. Compared with other algorithms, the control delay
of BMCA is longer. When the data increases, the delay of
BMCA grows speedy. .e algorithm requires all nodes to
participate in comparing their own performance. It caused a
great deal of interactive information and increased com-
munication redundancy. In comparison, NSGA-II, MOEA/
D and the algorithms we proposed had slower growth rates.
Practice has verified that intelligent algorithms have obvious
advantages in dealing with big data. .ese algorithms are
very suitable for large-scale airborne network combat

scenarios. However, NSGA-II and MOEA/D both ignore the
influence of the position of the master clock, which leads to
slow convergence and easily fall into local optimum. .us,
the control delay is higher than that of our algorithm.

Our algorithm added the master clock position to the
synchronization mechanism. It avoided the offset accu-
mulation caused by the excessive distance between edge
nodes and reduced the communication redundancy of re-
peated message transmission. Hence, our algorithm has a
fast convergence rate and the slowest delay growth rate. .e
control delay is decidedly less than other algorithms. Even if
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the data reached 900 Kbit, our proposed algorithm could
retain a low delay of about 20ms, which is far superior to
other comparison algorithms.

4.2.4. Influence of Node Failure Probability on Path
Reliability. In this experiment, we investigated the impact of
node failure probability on path reliability coefficient ((11)
after adopting AF-TSP. .e experiment compares two cases
of overload (data greater than 105m) and normal load (data
less than or equal to 105m). .e results are exhibited in
Figure 8.

It is well known that the more reliable the nodes in a
synchronous network, the more robust the network will be.
In the intensely hostile network environment of the ATSN,
robustness is critical and determines whether tasks can be
completed in a timely and efficient manner. As we can see in
Figure 8, in both network cases, the reliability of the paths
inevitably decreases as the probability of node failure in-
creases. Fortunately, even when the node failure probability
increases to 14% in the overloaded network, which is the
worst case, the synchronous path reliability coefficient of our
protocol is still above 0.5. .is can satisfy the basic opera-
tional requirements [9]. .is result reflects the superiority of
our protocol and also the urgency of establishing a hot
standby mechanism. Enhance the destructive resistance of a
single node, thus preventing the degradation of network
performance due to node failure. Hence, in the follow-up
experiments, we experimentally validated the robustness
simulation of the synchronous network. Meanwhile, we
expect to verify the superiority of the hot standby mecha-
nism in AF-TSP.

4.2.5. Path Reliability Test. To test the path reliability, we
compared our master clock election algorithm with the
Ethernet clock synchro-nization algorithm BMCA, the
classical multiobjective optimization algorithm NSGA-II,
and MOEA/D. As the simulation time increases, the path
reliability coefficient (equation (11)) all decreases, and the
results are shown in Figure 9.

It can be seen that the algorithms behave differently at
the beginning of the simulation, but all guarantee path
reliability of 0.9 or more. However, the reliability of BMCA
decreases steeply with time, which is due to the fact that this
synchronization method relying on long- term interaction
between nodes is not suitable for the highly dynamic and
strongly adversarial environment of ATSN, and the whole
network will collapse only if there is a node failure. Two
methods, NSGA-II and MOEA/D, are better compared to
BMCA, but the reliability is not as good as our algorithm,
and the phenomenon of reliability decreasing with time still
occurs, not as stable as our algorithms. .us, it can be found
that our algorithm has high path reliability and is relatively
stable and robust.

4.2.6. Robustness Verification of Synchronous Network.
We build on the experiments in Section 4.2.2 to further
verify the robustness of AF-TSP. .is experiment still

utilizes the topology from the previous 8-node case. .e
simulation principally evaluates the hot standby mechanism
of AF-TSP after the master clock B is destroyed. .e sim-
ulation results are depicted in Figure 10.

Clock B was damaged at 125 s, and the synchronization
time could not be rendered. Consequently, the AF-TSP
started the hot standby mechanism. After a short time, each
node switched to the communication link maintained by
the master clock C in the hot domain. After 125 seconds,
clock C commands and synchronizes these remaining
nodes until the end of the simulation experiment. Not-
withstanding, the offset of some nodes has been modified.
In Figure 10, the offset of clock A is increased from 400 ns
to 500 ns, but clock E is reduced from about 500 ns to
300 ns. Switched the activated domain master clock, the
synchronization path of clock A and E has been altered. So,
it can be proved that the synchronization distance re-
markably affected the synchronization precision. Fortu-
nately, we can find that the synchronization offset of all
nodes is still within 500 ns, which is far beyond the existing
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AN time synchronization protocol. .e simulation effec-
tively verified that our AF-TSP mechanism has strong
robustness, and can still support the high-precision op-
eration of the synchronous system even after the master
clock is damaged.

5. Conclusion

To ensure high precision time synchronization in airborne
time-sensitive networks, we designed the AF-TSP time
synchronization protocol. It contains a new network ar-
chitecture SD-ATSN and a master clock selection algorithm.
.e architecture integrates the SDN paradigm on the air-
borne network to meet the requirements of accurate com-
munication with low latency, bounded jitter, and high
reliability in the future airborne environment. At the same
time, we innovatively propose a hot standby mechanism.
Multiple master clocks located in different operational do-
mains are backed up to each other and activated on demand.
Subsequently, a domain-wide hot standby is initiated, which
strengthens the resistance to destruction of a single master
clock and assured the robustness of the synchronization
network. We propose a newmaster clock election algorithm,
which first utilizes improved K-means++ for rough elec-
tions. Based on the rough election, we insert a hybrid
mutation operator to enhance the convergence of the
multiobjective optimization algorithm NSGA-II with con-
trol delay, clock accuracy, and path reliability coefficient as
the optimization objectives. Simulation results demonstrate
that our AF-TSP protocol has advantages in synchronization
precision, network communication delay, reliability, and
robustness.
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